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TABLE S1. Scaling values [% ◦C−1 ] of the median of wet area ratio (WAR), areal rainfall, areal non-convective
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rainfall and areal convective rainfall intensities (Fig. 3) for rainfall during convection events. The 5–95th quantile
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uncertainty range is indicated in brackets.
Location

WAR

Areal

Non-convective

Convective

A

-4.7 [-4.8 -4.5]

0 [-0.1 0.2]

-1.3 [-1.5 -1.2]

1.6 [1.3 1.8]

B

-6.4 [-6.5 -6.4]

-0.3 [-0.4 -0.1]

-2.2 [-2.3 -2]

1.6 [1.3 1.7]

C

-4.1 [-4.4 -4]

-0.8 [-1 -0.6]

-2.5 [-2.6 -2.4]

3.7 [3.3 3.9]

D

0 [-0.5 0.6]

-0.4 [-0.8 0.4]

-2 [-2.4 -1.6]

3.8 [3.1 4.2]
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F IG . S1. Relative humidity as a function of near-surface air temperature for (a) near coastal Mediterranean
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region (location B) and for (b) inland semiarid region (location D). Dashed red line is illustrating (schematically)
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the relative humidity top curve.
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F IG . S2. An example for the estimation of the spatial correlation of a given rain field: (a) a rainfall field
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obtained form the weather radar; (b) 2-d spectral density of the rainfall field estimated using the Fast Fourier
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Transform method; and (c) a 1-d exponential fit to the spectral density decay with distance from the centre.
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F IG . S3. Mean relative contribution of convective rain cells to the areal rainfall as a function of temperature.
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Empty markers are plotted for bins with sample size of less than 500 convective cells. Different colors are for
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locations A to D.
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